
STARMARK BRANDING | Visual Identity

Starmark brand basics for the agency’s brand mark, color palette and fonts are to be strictly followed in all communications. 
This is to ensure a unified look and consistency within all documents, presentations, letters, promotional items, etc.

BRANDMARK & ICON COLOR PALETTE FONTS & STYLES

The Starmark logo represents 
who we are and where we came 
from as an organization. It is a 
visual depiction of the agency 
name, with a rising “swoosh” 
mark to symbolize our forward 
thinking. It is a recognizable 
mark that has become 
synonymous with the Starmark 
brand itself, and should be 
featured on all communications. 
The tagline summarizes our 
essence and can be used 
for positioning purposes on 
advertising, collateral, etc.

The star icon may be used on its 
own as a design element, and is 
suited for digital, social media, 
and premiums.

DOs & DON’Ts
✔ DO only use the logo and icon options provided

✔ DO link in PDF logos for all printed documents

✔ DO leave empty space between the logo or icon and all other elements equal 
to at least half the height of the star

✔ DO place the logo or icon to the right edge of the page or screen

✘ DON’T attempt to recreate the logo or icon

✘ DON’T stretch or distort the logo or icon

✘ DON’T use web-sized files for printed documents

✘ DON’T place the logo on the left edge of the page or screen when possible

PMS:  123 C
           115 U
CMYK:  0/20/100/0
RGB:  255/204/0
HEX:  #FFCC00

PMS:  425 C/U
           8402 C (metallic)
CMYK:  68/49/54/28
K ONLY: 0/0/0/80
RGB:  79/95/93
HEX:  #4F5F5D

Starmark’s brand colors, 
gray and yellow, were chosen 
because they symbolize 
specific characteristics of our 
corporate culture. The palette 
inspires original thought and 
inquisitiveness, and represents 
our Big Ideas mantra.

Note that BLACK is not an 
approved color in our color 
palette. All type should be gray 
instead of black. If printing on a 
black & white printer, use a tint of 
80% black to make gray.

DOs & DON’Ts
✔ DO use only these colors. Tints/screens of these colors are permitted

✔ DO use gray as a main type color

✔ DO use yellow as an accent color for rules, borders, underlines, callouts

✘ DON’T use unapproved colors

✘ DON’T type body copy in yellow

✘ DON’T use black whenever possible

Our brand font, DIN OT conveys the 
agency’s sophistication and technology 
focus. As such, it is very important 
to our brand to use it properly and 
consistently. DIN OT should be 
installed on your agency computer 
and on any other computer you use to 
make agency communications.

DIN OT Regular
DIN OT Italic
DIN OT Bold
DIN OT Bold Italic

HEADLINE OR CLIENT | Subhead or Title

The headline above is 18pt DIN OT Bold, all Uppercase, in gray. The client 
name may also be typed here in this way. The subhead or title is 18pt 
DIN OT Regular, Title case, in gray. The headline and the subhead are 
separated by a space and a vertical line and another space. The vertical 
line is 18pt DIN OT Regular in yellow. The title, vertical line, and subtitle 
should not be smaller than 18pt, but may be as large as 48pt.

This body copy is DIN OT Regular 10pt type with 14pt line spacing. Body 
copy may be as small as 9pt and as large as 11pt. Color should be gray.

THIS IS A SECONDARY SUBHEAD.
The subhead above is 12pt DIN OT Bold, all Uppercase, in gray. The font 
size of the secondary subhead should always be the same or up to 50% 
larger than the copy size, yet must be smaller than the headline size.

In order to maintain consistency and retain branding when a document is sent to a client or other external recipient, it MUST be converted into a 
PDF. If tracking changes is necessary, a WORD document may be sent.!

DOs & DON’Ts
✔ DO follow all size guidelines for headlines, subheads, and copy

✔ DO type your headline and secondary subheads in ALL UPPERCASE

✘ DON’T use ANY font other than DIN OT in the weights specified above.

STARMARK GRAY

STARMARK YELLOW

When centering:
Always center on the 
point of the star.



FILE TYPES  

SIZES

STARMARK BRANDING | Template System

The Starmark template system was created to ensure all documents that originate from within the agency adhere to the 
standards demonstrated on this page. This includes internal communication as well as client facing documents.

8.5x11
Letter

8.5x11 
Letter

11x17
Ledger/Tabloid

COVER PAGE

DOs & DON’Ts
✔ DO always include a custom cover  

page for creative presentations

✔ DO submit a Studio Request for  
cover creation

✔ DO provide Studio with your 
document as a PDF to which the 
cover can be appended

✘ DON’T attempt to create your own 
custom cover

The cover template should be used  
for creative client presentations. It is 
customized per client and job and should 
only be created by Creative or Studio 
personnel. If a cover page is needed, it 
should be requested via Studio Request.  
It will then be appended to your 
document’s PDF.

MARKETING PLAN | Executive Summary 
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STARMARK.COM

Simply stated, AlphaStaff is a company that delivers flexible HR outsourcing services to small and mid-sized 
companies since 1997. They are accredited by the Employer Services Assurance Corporation (ESAC) and have been 
a member of the National Association of Professional Employer Organizations.  

AlphaStaff is considered a PEO (Professional Employment Organization) that companies contract with to manage 
what are traditionally internal human resource functions such as: benefits, compensation, payroll taxes and 
compliance, employee management, hiring, terminations and other services typically performed within the HR 
realm.  Companies typically outsource these types of services for variety of different reasons, but mostly to 
mitigate costs and risk.  Based on opportunity and past successful efforts, AlphaStaff seeks to partner with client 
organizations that include the following industry verticals:  hospitality, banking, retail, health, franchising and 
manufacturing. 

The rapidly evolving benefits marketplace as well as new healthcare reforms brought forward by the Affordable 
Healthcare Act present challenges to many companies that do not fully understand the impact to their business.  
Through AlphaStaff’s Strategic Partnership approach, AlphaStaff partners with producers (or brokers) of signed 
companies such as Firehouse Subs, BBT etc. and target their internal broker networks to create awareness about 
their benefits and HR offerings. 

Headquartered in Fort Lauderdale, the company has a sales presence in Atlanta, Dallas, Houston, Jacksonville, 
Los Angeles, New Jersey, New York City, Orlando, Philadelphia and Tampa.  

 

Marketing Communications Goal 

• Communicate AlphaStaff’s value propositions of providing flexible human resource services, tailored 
benefits planning through their benefits marketplace (to be named) and dedicated customer service. This 
should occur with both with prospects as well as with organizations that already engage in strategic 
relationship with AlphaStaff. 

• Position AlphaStaff as the “Trusted Advisor” to prospects, clearly delineating the fact that AlphaStaff is a 
partner, rather than a competitor by offering their clients better business solutions that will ultimately 
help in retention. 

• Position trust advisors and their relationship/alignment to their clients businesses as a way to validate 
AlphaStaff clients service claims. 

• Align internal stakeholders on AlphaStaff’s new value propositions, products and leadership changes in an 
effort to orchestrate an aligned messaging strategy to existing and prospect clients. 

• Business Goal / Benchmark for Success 

• Short Term:  Differentiate the AlphaStaff brand and their benefits marketplace to generate $5M in 
incremental revenue. 

• Long Term:  Seek and develop long-standing and strategic client partnerships within the verticals 
identified that continue to allow AlphaStaff to grow revenue. 

 

  

FIRST PAGE (NO COVER)

DOs & DON’Ts
✔ DO use Agency for all 

correspondence & letters

✔ DO pick up the template and save a 
new document before editing

✔ DO use the font styles, margins, &  
column styles set in the document

✔ DO lock document by sending the file 
outside the agency as a PDF only.

✘ DON’T edit the footer in any way

✘ DON’T use for multiple pages within 
the same deck

✘ DON’T attempt to add the client’s 
logo to the footer or title

The first page template has a footer 
displaying our full logo, capabilities, and 
URL. It should be used on the first page 
only in documents that are not creative 
in nature and do not have a cover page. 
Font styles for titles, subtitles, and copy 
is included. Margins and column styles 
are also preset.

INTERIOR PAGE BACK COVER LETTERHEAD PRESS RELEASE

The interior page template has a footer 
displaying our star icon only. It should 
be used on the bottom of Page 2 through 
the end of your document. Optionally, 
internal-only documents may use this on 
every page. Font styles, margin styles, 
and columns are preset. If a cobranded 
template (client logo + star) is needed, it 
must be made by Studio personnel.

8.5x11
Letter

8.5x11 
Letter

11x17
Ledger/Tabloid

KAPLAN UNIVERSITY | 2014 Rate Card 

Branding | Advertising | Interactive | PR | Direct | Mobile | Social | Analytics

STARMARK.COM
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DOs & DON’Ts
✔ DO use Agency for all 

correspondence & letters

✔ DO pick up the template and save a 
new document before editing

✔ DO use the font styles, margins, &  
column styles set in the document

✔ DO lock document by sending the file 
outside the agency as a PDF only.

✘ DON’T edit the footer in any way

✘ DON’T attempt to add the client’s 
logo to the footer or title

The back cover template has our full 
logo, capabilities, and URL centered 
on the page. It is mandatory for any 
document with a cover page, and 
optional for any other deck that is 5 
pages or longer. Microsoft EXCEL does 
not have the capabilities to produce a 
back page, therefore a PDF is offered 
instead to print or append.

8.5x11
Letter

8.5x11 
Letter

11x17
Ledger/Tabloid

DOs & DON’Ts
✔ DO use as the final page of any deck 

with a cover page

✔ DO lock document by sending the file 
outside the agency as a PDF only.

✘ DON’T edit the page in any way

✘ DON’T attempt to add the client’s 
logo to the footer or title

FILE TYPES  

SIZES 8.5x11
Letter

8.5x11 
Letter

11x17
Ledger/Tabloid

FILE TYPES  

SIZES

FILE TYPES  

SIZES

Branding
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STARMARK.COM

The letterhead template should 
be used for correspondence ONLY. 
There are two options: The pre-printed 
template should be used on official 
letterhead paper; the electronic 
template should be used when 
emailing a PDF. Both versions have 
a first sheet and a second sheet.

DOs & DON’Ts
✔ DO use Agency for all 

correspondence & letters

✔ DO use the letterhead for 
correspondence

✔ DO use the font styles and 
margins set in the document

✔ DO lock document by sending the 
file outside the agency as a PDF 
only.

✘ DON’T print the electronic 
template on letterhead paper

✘ DON’T use for any document 
that is not correspondence

8.5x11
Letter

FILE TYPES  

SIZES

210 S. Andrews Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 

 
T: 954 874 9000
F: 954 874 9010

STARMARK.COM 

Date:  August 5, 2013 
Client:  AlphaStaff 
Topic:  Marketing Plan 
 
Simply stated, AlphaStaff is a company that delivers flexible HR outsourcing 
services to small and mid-sized companies since 1997. They are accredited by 
the Employer Services Assurance Corporation (ESAC) and have been a member 
of the National Association of Professional Employer Organizations.  
 
AlphaStaff is considered a PEO (Professional Employment Organization) that 
companies contract with to manage what are traditionally internal human 
resource functions such as: benefits, compensation, payroll taxes and 
compliance, employee management, hiring, terminations and other services 
typically performed within the HR realm.  Companies typically outsource these 
types of services for variety of different reasons, but mostly to mitigate costs and 
risk.  Based on opportunity and past successful efforts, AlphaStaff seeks to 
partner with client organizations that include the following industry verticals:  
hospitality, banking, retail, health, franchising and manufacturing. 
 
The rapidly evolving benefits marketplace as well as new healthcare reforms 
brought forward by the Affordable Healthcare Act present challenges to many 
companies that do not fully understand the impact to their business.  Through 
AlphaStaff’s Strategic Partnership approach, AlphaStaff partners with producers 
(or brokers) of signed companies such as Firehouse Subs, BBT etc. and target 
their internal broker networks to create awareness about their benefits and HR 
offerings. 
 
Headquartered in Fort Lauderdale, the company has a sales presence in Atlanta, 
Dallas, Houston, Jacksonville, Los Angeles, New Jersey, New York City, Orlando, 
Philadelphia and Tampa.  
 

The press release template is 
designed to be in line with PR 
industry standards. It should 
not be used for any documents 
other than press releases. The 
template includes the Starmark 
boilerplate. An HTML version is 
also available in the signature 
settings of your Mail program.

DOs & DON’Ts
✔ DO use the font styles 

and margins set in the 
document

✔ DO lock document by 
sending the file outside the 
agency as a PDF only.

✘ DON’T use for any 
document that is not a 
press release

8.5x11
Letter

FILE TYPES  

SIZES

	  

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
 
 

 
 

 

CONTACT 
Ivonne Snavely 
T: 954 874 9040  
F: 954 874 9010  
E: isnavely@starmark.com      

STARMARK WINS AAF FLORIDA "BEST OF SHOW" 2014 ADDY®  AWARD 
 
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. — May 30, 2014 — On the heels of winning the "Best of Show" Flagler Awards two 
years in a row for Florida tourism advertising, Starmark was named "Best of Show" ADDY®  Award winner for all 
categories of advertising by the American Advertising Federation in its 4th District (Florida and the Caribbean) for 
2013/2014. 
 
Greater Fort Lauderdale's "Hello Sunny" campaign which focused on Chicago and New York City feeder markets 
was the "Best of Show" winner. 
 
"Starmark continues to deliver in a big way for Greater Fort Lauderdale. The show-stopping work created for the 
Hello Sunny brand has not only won the prestigious ADDY ‘Best of Show’ award, but has won over the hearts of 
more than 13 million visitors who traveled to our sunny shores in 2013, " said Nicki Grossman, President and CEO 
of the Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau. 
 
Of the 1,121 entries received by the Fourth District, 119 gold ADDY Awards and 145 silver ADDY Awards were 
presented. Entries were judged based on creativity, originality and creative strategy. 
 
In addition to Best of Show for Greater Fort Lauderdale, Starmark won two gold ADDY Awards for work on behalf 
of SeaWorld Orlando for its Antarctica: Empire of Penguin®  Exhibition.  
  
"The quality of work that comes from the state of Florida and the Caribbean is phenomenal," said Michelle 
Rushing, AAF Fourth District ADDY chair. "The ADDY Awards is a great way for our industry to come together in 
the spirit of friendly competition and to honor creative excellence." 
 
Sponsored by the American Advertising Federation, the ADDY Awards honor excellence in advertising and 
cultivate the highest creative standards in the industry. It is the largest creative awards competition in the 
advertising industry. 
 
"We are proud of our amazing team at Starmark that has produced over 50 award-winning big ideas with our 
clients over the last two years," said Jacqui Hartnett, president of Starmark. "It all starts with great collaboration 
with our client teams, whom we deeply respect and appreciate." 
 
Gold ADDY winners move on to the national ADDY competition where they will vie against entries from across the 
country in a process that will culminate in the National ADDY Awards Ceremony held on Saturday, May 31 at the 
American Advertising Federation National Conference, ADMERICA! in Boca Raton, Fla. 
  
For more information, please visit 4aaf.com and starmark.com. 
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All of these 
templates can 
be found here:
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MARKETING PLAN | Executive Summary 

 

 

Strengths 

• Shift to “back-to-basics” mentality of focusing on building strategic relationships and 1:1 business 
development. 

• Trust advisors are key to client retention.  The ability for someone to “watch over” a client’s business 
offers a great feeling of comfort to many organizations. 

• New leadership that not only grew from within the organization and comes from a broker background, but 
can also be buzz-worthy from a diversity perspective…Latina and female CEO. 

• AlphaStaff works with a client base that includes well-recognized brands that carry clout such as 
Firehouse Subs, BB&T, Bollinger, Wells Fargo to name a few. 

• Knowledge and expertise in the broker community with a new CEO that “was one of them”.  Now more 
than ever AS is focused on the offering competitive solutions to the broker community that will lead to 
revenue and retention. 

• A strong employee population with passion and drive for the business that are dedicated to its success. 

 

Weaknesses 

• Low brand awareness within the business sectors that have been identified. 

• High turnover has led to a saturation of corporate information polluting the industry. 

• Leadership turnover over the past few years has been significant and could have triggered perceptions of 
instability internally and externally. 

• Recently, in an attempt to develop a more flexible and competitive offering, AlphaStaff did not renew their 
Aetna contract, which led to industry speculation and noise. 


